Book Club
Kits

Register with
us!

Guidelines




Kits come with 10 copies of each title
and 1 discussion guide to help start
the conversation.
Each kit is checked out for 6 weeks to
ensure enough reading time.
Overdue fines are 20 per book per
day.



Kits may be booked in advance
through our Book Club Coordinator
at 860-285-1925.



We ask that the complete Book Kit be
returned to the Windsor Library
inside the library.



Please check the contents of the Kit
against the label tag before you
return the Kit to the library.



Looking for a title we don’t own?
Other libraries in our area have kits
to borrow. Ask our Book Club
Coordinator.



Any other questions, please ask! We
are happy to help.

As a registered book club, you’ll have
the benefit of:


Ordering copies of titles that aren’t
in our Book Club Kit collection



Booking titles up to one year in
advance for planned meetings



Picking up individual copies at our
Main Library so each member can
read at his or her own pace

Interested in registering your book
club? Call our Book Club Coordinator
at 860-285-1925.

Book Club
Kits
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The Art of Crash Landing, Melissa
DeCarlo | Fiction
“Grief, laughter, sarcasm, heartache,
sadness...”

Hillbilly Elegy, J.D. Vance |
Memoir
“You will not read a more important book
about America this year."

One of Windsor, Beth Caruso
Fiction
“...Extensive historical research combined
with literary inventions” set in Windsor.

Bangkok Wakes to Rain, Pitchay a
Sudbanthad | Fiction
"Recreates the experience of living in
Thailand's aqueous climate so viscerally
that you can feel the water rising around
your ankles."

Homegoing, Yaa Gy asi | Fiction
“Magical. . . . Hypnotic. . . . Yaa Gyasi [is]
a stirringly gifted writer.”

Ordinary Girls, Jaquira Diaz
Memoir
“There is more life packed on each page
of Ordinary Girls than some lives hold in a
lifetime.”

Barracoon, Zora Neale Hurston
Non-fiction
"Barracoon and its long path to print is a
testament to Zora’s singular vision….”

The Book of Unknown Americans,
Cristina Henríquez | Fiction
“Gripping, memorable…”
The Book Woman of Troublesome
Creek, Kim Richardson | Fiction
“Emotionally resonant and unforgettable,
the bookis a lush love letter to the
redemptive power of books .”
The Boston Girl, Anita Diamant
Fiction
"A graphic, page-turning portrait of
immigrant life in the early 2oth century…”

How to be An Antiracist, Ibram
Kendi| Nonfiction
“The most courageous book to date on the
problem of race in the Western mind .”
Paid for by the Windsor Library Association

The Other Mrs, Mary Kubica
Thriller
“Juicy thriller [with] jaw-dropping twists.”

The Invention of Wings, Sue Monk
Kidd | Fiction
“A textured masterpiece, quietly yet
powerfully poking our consciences…”

Piece of the World, Christina Baker
Kline | Fiction
"Exquisite. A must-read.”

Killers of the Flower Moon, David
Grann | Nonfiction
“A shocking whodunit. . . . What more
could fans of true-crime thrillers ask?”

Small Great Things, Jodi Picoult
Fiction
“A novel that puts its finger on the very
pulse of the nation that we live in today .”

Know Your Price, Andre Perry |
Nonfiction
“Know Your Price brings solutions to the
table .”
Paid for by the Windsor Library Association

Sparks Like Stars, Nadia Hashimi |
Fiction
"As full of heart and curiosity as it is
intelligence and judgment."

The Tea Girl of Hummingbird
Lane, Lisa See | Fiction
“Lisa See transports readers to the
remote mountains of China…come for
the heartwarming bonding between
mother and daughter …”

Educated, Tara Westover | Memoir
“Heart-wrenching . . .”

The Lilac Girls, Martha Hall Kelly
Fiction
“Kelly vividly re-creates the world of
Ravensbrück.”

Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine,
Gail Honeyman | Fiction
“A charmer. . . satisfyingly quirky.”

The Lost and Found Bookshop,
Susan Wiggs | Fiction
“A feel-good family saga...”

Everything I Never Told You, Celeste
Ng | Fiction
“Ng sensitively dramatizes issues of gender
and race that lie at the heart of the story…”

The Maltese Falcon, Dashiell
Hammett| Classic
“The Maltese Falcon is not only probably
the best detective story we have ever read.”

Transcendent Kingdom, Yaa Gy asi |
Fiction

The Girl with Seven Names,
Hyeonseo Lee | Nonfiction
“Remarkable bravery fluently
recounted .”

Memorial, Bry an
Washington | Fiction
“No other novel this year captures so
gracefully the full palette of America. .”

White Houses, Amy Bloom |
Fiction
“Vivid and tender...”

The Hate U Give, Angie Thomas
Fiction
“This story is necessary. ”

A Man Called Ove, Fredrick Backman
Fiction
“You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, you’ll feel new
sympathy for the curmudgeons in your life.”

When Breath Becomes Air, Paul
Kalanithi End of Life Memoir
“[Kalanithi] is so likeable, so relatable, and
so humble, that you become immersed in
his world and forget where it’s all heading.”

Their Eyes Were Watching God,
Zora Neale Hurston | Fiction
“A deeply soulful novel that comprehends
love and cruelty, and separates the big
people from the small of heart…”

“Filled with open, honest glimpses into
[Rubin’s] real life”

